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Abstract

Communication plays a central in our society. It affects
our private lives as well as business activities. Humans
usually observe the environment and the communication
partner with all their senses. The perceived information
is evaluated to deduce the context of the targeted commu-
nication partner. However, distant interpersonal commu-
nication does not provide a priori knowledge of the called
party’s current situation, condition or mood – the callee’s
context. Current communication systems do not offer sat-
isfying technical means to support context sharing between
communication partners. The proposed solution in this pa-
per is based on an enhancement of the Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) for IP Telephony systems. Different mecha-
nism of sharing context among communication peers have
been investigated, implemented and evaluated.

1 Introduction

Communication is an essential part of our culture. The
behavior and the codex applied when interacting with oth-
ers forms a part of our social knowledge. A series of im-
plicit assumptions of the mutual situations and the poten-
tial communication partner is applied before approaching
one another. The conclusions from the observation allow
to form a reasonable assumption about the other’s context.
This context is considered for the further progress of the
verbal conversation.

However, remote interpersonal communication differs
significantly from face-to-face communication. The caller
is deprived of the ability to sense the context of the commu-
nication partner. There is no exact a priori knowledge of the
called party’s current situation, condition or mood. The call
initiator can only make assumption about the probable con-
text. These assumptions are based on former experiences
and expectations.

It is basically obvious that direct human face-to-face
communication has advantages over a remote conversation
using a technical medium. Context information and social
conventions protect (to some extent) the privacy of a per-
son. The initiator of the conversation is responsible to obey
certain criteria and to decide whether to start or to wait.

The current generation of mobile phones, phones for the
Intelligent Network (IN) and IP phones provide the identi-
fication of the caller to the called party. Additionally, the
Subject header field in Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)
can be used to specify the reason of a call. However, this
feature is not widely used today. This information allows
the callee to decide whether to accept the call based on its
own context. Caller groups allow the user to define a set of
addresses. A call from a caller within such a group is han-
dled according to a predefined action. However, the prob-
lem that the calling party has no knowledge about the con-
text of the called party still remains.

This paper investigates several approaches to provide
technical means to share context information between com-
munication partners. The purpose is to allow an adequate
way to consider context information of the remote party.
IP Telephony has been used as application scenario. IP
Telephony is a particular interesting service in this context.
Comprehensive integration abilities of user’s computation
and communication services is one of its promising proper-
ties. A SIP-based Open Source telephony system forms the
development platform for the proposed extensions.

The rest of paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives
a detailed motivation based on an application scenario. Sec-
tion 3 provides a short introduction of the essential compo-
nents and concepts of the approach. The approach to share
context information between communication peers and im-
plementation issues of the system are described in Sec-
tion 4. The paper is concluded with a summary in Section 5.



2 Motivation

Interpersonal communication can be distinguished be-
tween direct face-to-face and distant communication. Com-
munication theory states that context information is an es-
sential part of communication. This refers to the content
of the verbal communication as well as to the environmen-
tal situation of the communication partners. During each
conversation a specific context is built to resolve ambigu-
ities [2]. The outer environmental context likewise influ-
ences the type and topic of the conversation.

Additionally, the use of context plays an important role
at the start of a conversation. A communication partner
observes the situation of other communication partners to
perceive their current context. Multiple criteria are taken
into account in this decision process. Social roles, content
of the conversation, and current situation are examples for
these criteria. Humans deduce a “good” starting point for
the conversation based on the observed information.

Currently, no comprehensive technical means exist to
comprehensively map this behavior onto interpersonal com-
munication over distance. The proposed approach assumes
that the use of context information will enhance communi-
cation processes. Especially, the aspect ofsharingcontext
information is considered in this paper. The context infor-
mation is exchanged during the signaling phase of a com-
munication setup.

Figure 1 shows an example that is used to illustrate the
use of context sharing. Consider the following situation: A
caller initiates a call to a callee who is currently in a meet-
ing. Common questions when calling persons on their mo-
bile phone are “Where are you?” and “Do I disturb you?”.
However, if the callee has been disturbed by the call it is
already too late.

Meeting Room
Caller

Callee

Call Setup

Context=Not Available
Reason=Meeting

Figure 1. Context Information is shared dur-
ing Call Setup

Knowing that the communication partner is in a context
in which a call is potentially disturbing would allow the
caller to better decide whether or not to initiate a call. In
the case that the reason for the call is not important or even
obsolete due to the callee’s context the caller can select from
a set of several options. The call might be shifted to a later

point in time, a message might be sent via an asynchronous
text-based channel such as e-mail, facsimile or SMS. Alter-
natively, a context-aware call completion service might be
invoked, the call might be discarded or initiated to a differ-
ent person.

2.1 Approach of Context Sharing in SIP-based
Telephony Systems

The purpose of the proposed solution in this paper is to
provide a technical equivalent to the human ability to ob-
serve the situation and perceive the current context of the
communication partner. An IP Telephony system using the
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is the aimed target plat-
form. Context information is queried from the called party
and displayed to the caller. Additionally, call control ser-
vices are extended such that the context information can be
used to offer context-aware communication services. How-
ever, only a fraction of the human capabilities of context
acquisition and use is realized by the described approach.
The main general contribution of this paper is the evaluation
of several specific transport mechanisms for the use within
a SIP environment. These mechanisms form an extension
to the existing state of the art and have been investigated,
implemented and evaluated.

2.2 Related Work

An initial approach for the sharing of context informa-
tion has been presented in [18]. However, the described
approach is limited to mobile phones using the Wireless
Application Protocol (WAP). An additional drawback is
the restriction to only a few possible pre-defined answers.
These answers are presented to the user. A user can decide
whether to proceed or to discard the call. However, the con-
text information is not used to automatize a call processing.
The caller has still to become active in triggering the next
events.

3 Basic Concepts

In this section the basic concepts of context and the Ses-
sion Initiation Protocol, that is used for signaling, are cov-
ered. It is meant to provide a common understanding of the
used terminologies.

3.1 Context

The use of context information gives a number of ad-
vantages in communication as motivated before. Context-
awareness is an enabling technology to build helpers that
are disappearing from the users perception. This allows to
create new classes of services.



In this document the focus is oncommunication services
in the area of SIP-based IP Telephony. These services are
either call control services or custom user services provid-
ing customized functionality to the user. In principle the
following definition is used:

A serviceσ is defined as a meaningful set of ca-
pabilities provided by an existing or intended set
of systems to all who utilize it [20].

3.1.1 Context Definition

Most people have a general idea about what context is.
However, there are diverse (and often vague) notions about
what the term actually describes. [11] investigates the for-
malization of context in the area of Artifical Intelligence
(AI). Contexts are abstract objects in a domain and state-
ments can be made “about” them. They are oftenrich ob-
jects like situations and cannot be completely described.
The main question ofwhat context iscannot be answered
in single and final statement. Instead, various notions of
context each for its specific application will be found use-
ful [12]. Throughout this paper the following definition of
context adapted from [7] is used. This definition is widely
accepted in the area of context-aware computing.

Context is any information that can be used to
characterize the situation of a subject and its in-
teraction with optional objects. Objects are per-
sons, places, or applications that are considered
relevant to the subject.

The combination of several context values provides a
very powerful mechanism to determine the current situa-
tion. Location, entity activity and time are typical context
sources and form theprimary context. Knowledge of the
current location and time together with a user’s calendar lets
an application have a good estimation of the user’s social
situation at a specific point in time.

3.1.2 Context Usage

The utilization of context information requires several pro-
cessing steps. These are differentiated in the phasesacqui-
sition, synthesis, disseminationanduse. A similar principle
can be found in the area of multi sensor fusion [4].

The automatic context acquisition is a prerequisite in or-
der to capture real world situations. This phase is charac-
terized by the usage of a multitude of sensors. Sensors are
used to capture the physical world.

A sensor is a device that perceives a physical
property. It transmits the result of a measurement.
A sensor maps the value of some environmental
attribute to a quantitative measurement.

Two types of sensors can be distinguished [17].Physical
sensorsare electronic hardware components that measure
physical parameters in the environment. Information gath-
ered from a host process (e.g. current time, GSM cell, etc.)
is considered as originating fromlogical sensors. The sen-
sorS is a time dependent function that provides the system
with a set of values which give a description of the context
at a specific time. The functionS: t → X returns a scalar,
vector, or a symbolic value(X) [5]. The single output of
a sensor might not produce sufficient information.Sensor
Fusion is the combination of sensory data or data derived
from sensory data such that the resulting information is in
some sense better than would be possible when these source
were used individually [8].

The context synthesis process assesses significant fea-
tures of the context. This process uses the sensor informa-
tion as an input and creates an abstract representation of
the captured situation . Finally, the context information has
to be transmitted to the applications. The application uses
the information internally or displays it to the user. The
described mechanisms must fit into an IP Telephony setup
based on the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP).

3.2 Session Initiation Protocol

This paper proposes a solution that works with a SIP [16]
based IP Telephony system. Without loss of generality the
principles can be transfered to other signaling protocols
such as H.323. SIP is an application layer signaling pro-
tocol. Its main purpose is setting up, modifying, and tearing
down multimedia sessions. The text-based signaling mes-
sages provide call routing information and media descrip-
tions. They are transfered in transactions that requests that
trigger responses.

SIP follows the “fast in core, smart at the edges” prin-
ciple. This means that a substantial part of the distributed
system intelligence is located in the end-systems. A SIP
telephony setup incorporates several SIP entities. AUser
Agent(UA) is the interface to the user, initiates calls and
keeps track of the call state. The User Agent (UA) is the
equivalent to the traditional telephone device.

SIP serversare intermediate systems, that handle the
application-level control of the signaling routing, and are
equivalent to SCPs (Service Control Points) and SSPs (Ser-
vice Switching Points) in the IN. The Proxy server and the
Registrar are the common SIP server in IP Telephony se-
tups. Both server are often co-located. SIP servers form an
entity that is especially suited for system enhancements, be-
cause all signaling messages pass through them. We extend
them in our approach.



3.2.1 Event Notification

The SIP event framework [14] is an extension to the SIP
core specification. Applications subscribe to event sources
using theSUBSCRIBE method. When a specific event oc-
curs aNOTIFY message is sent to the consumer applica-
tion. The event concept is part of the SIP Instant Messag-
ing [6] and Presence [15] architecture. It is well suited to
also transport context information. The utilization of the
SUBSCRIBE/NOTIFY mechanism is part of our approach.

4 Building Blocks for the Approach

This section describes our approach for a generic mech-
anism that enables context sharing. Several mechanisms to
acquire context information are described in this section.
Different methods for transmitting context information be-
tween SIP entities have been investigated. Finally, the pro-
totype setup which combines the presented mechanisms in
a SIP environment is explained.

4.1 Context Sharing

Two methods to exchange context information can be
distinguished. The context sharing can be performed di-
rectly between the individual clients. Alternatively, the ex-
change can be done between a client and a server that relays
or utilizes the information. Both methods are investigated
in this paper.

Figure 2 shows the principle procedure of a direct
context sharing between two SIP User Agents (UA). A
query/responsemechanism is used to exchange the con-
text information. The UAs must have the capability to ac-
quire and transmit their own context. This method is espe-
cially interesting for supporting voice conversation setup in
a peer-to-peer mode and for the autonomous use with mo-
bile hand-held devices.

id: UA Bid: UA A

request for

context

Call B

Call Setup
Call from A

Accept

Reject

Connected
Call Estab

context
discard

call complete

proceed

Call B

Figure 2. Context Sharing Using a Re-
quest/Response Mechanism

An alternative communication mechanism is the utiliza-
tion of subscriptionsand notifications. Figure 3 depicts
such a mechanism with a User Agent and aContext Server.
A Context Server acts as a proxy entity that possess the
context information of User Agents. Whenever the con-
text server becomes aware of context changes it announces
them.

id: UA A id: Context Server

subscribe to context changes

announce context change

agree

reject

Figure 3. Context Sharing in a Client/Server
Fashion

A User Agent is not the only entity that is suitable to
response to a context request. The SIP proxy is an applica-
tive component, especially if the Context Server function-
ality is co-located with a SIP signaling proxy. The proxy
intercepts the incoming messages which query the callee’s
context. Responses are sent out by the proxy on behalf of
the UA. The Context Server/Proxy serves as an integration
component and is depicted in Figure 4. The context infor-
mation sources, shown on the left side, transmit their data
to the server. The mode of the transmissions depends on the
capabilities of the sensor. Operation properties such as the
update frequency or bandwidth constrains, require a suit-
able communication strategy.

Several devices, such as Bluetooth senders, RF/IR-
Badges or iCalendar-compliant applications act as poten-
tial context information sources. The variety of devices
allows to support intrinsic and extrinsic context acquisi-
tion. The low-level information sources such as temperature
or light sensors are encapsulated byvirtual sensors(VS).
These provide an abstraction for vendor specific data types
and communication mechanisms. Each source should pos-
sess self-describing capabilities, which are notated with e.g.
Web Service Description Language (WSDL) descriptions.
Data is encoded in an extended Presence Information Data
Format (PIDF) syntax [19] to ensure compatibility with ex-
isting presence information systems.

4.2 Context Acquisition

Automated context acquisition is a prerequisite for
context-aware applications. To show the feasibility of the
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Figure 4. A Context-aware Communication
Service System Using a Multitude of Context
Information Sources

proposed approach, location information as well as calendar
entries from iCal-compliant applications have been used as
context sources for the system. However, the system is not
limited to these two types of context information.

Several indoor location sensing systems exist. The Ac-
tive Badges system [22] is considered as the pioneer work
in this area. The badges communicate with their infrastruc-
ture via infra-red (IR) transmissions. Thus, a line-of-sight is
needed to work properly. Within our work different indoor
location sensing systems have been set up and evaluated to
show the feasibility of such approaches. The investigated
concepts cover location sensing using a Wireless LAN in-
frastructure, the utilization of Bluetooth and a location sys-
tem with infra-red beacons and radio frequency tags.

RADAR [3] is a radio frequency based approach that uti-
lizes a IEEE 802.11 WLAN infrastructure. The location is
estimated by evaluating the signal strengths measured be-
tween the client and multiple visible access points. Our ex-
periments have shown that a room-scale accuracy can be
achieved by comparing the measured values with a before
prepare signal strength map of the floor. The evaluation [10]
resulted in a detection rate of approximately 85% if three or
more Access Points (APs) are visible for the measuring de-
vice. The rate drops to roughly 60% if only two APs were
available. A PDA running Linux and patched drivers for the
WLAN cards were used as the prototype device.

A similar approach was undertaken using a Bluetooth en-
vironment [9]. A PDA with a Bluetooth interface receives
the beacon signaling sent out by the base stations. The
48 bit address of each base station provides a tag for iden-
tification. The actual location is obtained from a lookup-

table that holds a corresponding symbolic location informa-
tion for every identifier. An advantage of both approaches
is, that they use commodity wireless network technologies.
WLAN and Bluetooth already exist in most office-like en-
vironments. Devices such as PDAs and notebooks are of-
ten equipped with Wireless LAN and Bluetooth interfaces.
Therefore, no additional hardware cost for location sensing
on the client side is needed.

Both approaches provide primarily location sensing in-
formation on a room scale. A commercially available lo-
cation sensing system [1] with infra-red tags and badges
have been installed in order to allow a more fine grain detec-
tion of positions. The tags have been placed near selected
positions, such as a presentation wall. This information is
needed for instance to detect if a person is a listening visitor
of a meeting or is active as a speaker.

4.3 Infrastructure Elements

The utilization of central infrastructure components such
as a SIP Proxy/Context Servers provides several beneficial
properties. Atrapezoidrouting is typically found in SIP
telephony system. This means that outgoing and incoming
SIP proxies are traversed by the signaling. The SIP prox-
ies are often combined with the SIP Registrar entity. The
routing via a proxy supports user mobility and multiple reg-
istered devices belonging to one user. Therefore, it naturally
fits in the signaling process to locate the Context Server in
the signaling path.

Additionally, if the user has switched off the device, the
server can still answer incoming requests about the user’s
current context. A central instance is useful if several con-
text sources in the environment transmit their data to such a
server and not to all individual end-devices.

Even though the properties for the use of a central en-
tity seem advantageous over the peer-to-peer concept both
are considered useful. They are complementary concepts
necessary to form a complete system. Such a system must
support all kinds of setups and user or administrator needs.

4.4 Prototype setup

The proposed extensions have been implemented as part
of our context-aware communication services architecture.
The Open Source software project VOCAL [21] forms the
platform for SIP-based IP Telephony. The Vovida Open
Communication Application Library (VOCAL) provides a
fully-fledged SIP system with a variety of SIP server, ad-
ministrative entities and a command line User Agent (UA).
The UA is of special interest because the suggested exten-
sion can be relatively easy integrated into this device.

The internal architecture of the VOCAL UA is based on
Finite State Machine (FSM). The behavior is described by



a set ofstatesand operators. The operators subscribe to
specific states of the internal structure. Events, such as in-
coming messages or key strokes trigger the operators. The
operator that first matches to the trigger is executed and the
next state is entered. During an operation several actions,
such as sending messages or storing status information, are
performed.

A cut-out of the complete FSM of the UA is shown in
Figure 5. It shows the call setup procedure of UA on the
caller side as a state machine diagram. The extensions are
inserted in this process. Before the call setup is performed
the context is queried. After the user entered the address
(SIP URI) of the callee the operatorOpQueryContextis
called. The actual process depends on the method chosen
for the context query. On receipt of the response the state
Contextis entered. In this state the UA waits for the user in-
put on how to process further. If the user wants to proceed
with the call setup the next state of the regular setup proce-
dure is entered. Otherwise the call initialization is canceled.

Idle

Context
OpQueryContext

InCall
OpEndCall

OpCancelCall

OpUserInput

Dialing
OpStartCall

Trying
OpInviteUrl

OpFarEndAnswered

Figure 5. Extended Call Setup FSM

4.4.1 Context Query usingOPTIONS Methods

The analysis of the existing methods defined within the core
specification of the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [16]
lead to the use theOPTIONS method for querying context
information. It is a request that queries another SIP entity
about its capabilities. A SIP server responds to anOP-
TIONS request that it supports all methods withoutREG-
ISTER and it allows SDP descriptions. The principle mes-
sage exchange is shown in Figure 6. The initialOPTIONS
request is answered by a200 OK response. The response
contains the available capabilities of the answering entity.
This method is usually send before the actual call initiation
phase. Therefor it is well suited from its intention to query
also other information from the communication partner.

The originalOPTIONS method was extended by an addi-
tional header field. It is used to indicate that the requestors
seeks to find out the current context of the receiver. The pol-
icy to ignore unknown header fields let the message traverse
unmodified SIP entities. A UA with the extensions will
respond with its capabilities as described in the SIP stan-
dard. A modified UA with the proposed extension however
will parse the header field in theOPTIONS method header.
Upon recognizing theContext header field the client will
include the current user’s context into the reply.

SIP user agent (UA) SIP server

OPTIONS

200 OK (contains capability set)

Figure 6. Options Operation

The replied SIP200 OK response carries the context in-
formation. The body of the response can contain any kind
of format as long it is specified in thepayload-type header
field. For our prototype the context information is a simple
ASCII string. Thepayload-type field is set accordingly to
the content. The initiator displays the context of the body
to the user. The User Agent interacts via the command line
with the user who decides whether to proceed with the reg-
ular invite procedure or to discard this process.

The main benefit of extending the existing mechanism
is the high reuse of existing code in the SIP entities. Only
very few changes have to be made to the internal processing
and structure. The original invite process has to be changed
such that after a call setup first anOPTIONS is created and
sent to the addressee of the call.

During the construction of the method the new header
field is inserted. The sequence of operations to create and
send the method does not have to be modified. On the re-
ceiving side the operator that performs the message parsing
has to be extended. On detection of theContext header
field a new operation is executed, which retrieves the actual
context of the user. This is currently done from a database.

Additionally, the building process of the response mes-
sage is also modified. The context information is added into
the body of the message instead of the capabilities. The
sending of the response follows the regular process. Based
on the type of payload the receiver of the response message
enters a new state. Before the state is entered the content
of the body is displayed to the user. Two alternatives (’pro-
ceed’ or ’discard’) are presented for decision. Depending
on the user’s choice one of the regular operations is exe-
cuted. Additionally, services such as a context-aware call
completion can be activated.

A drawback of this approach is the implicit use of an ex-
isting SIP method. A receiver of the request which is not
capable of handling the context request will send a normal
response. The requestor will have to analyze the content
of this response. The decision whether the response con-
tains the context information or the standard capabilities is
based on the content. The parsing and analyzing takes time
and processing power. An explicit identification would be
preferable.



4.4.2 Context Query usingCONTEXT Methods

A new method that directly refers to the query for context
information would enable an explicit signaling. Therefore,
we defined a newCONTEXT method. The method pro-
vides a similar functionality as described for theOPTIONS
method. However, SIP entities unaware of this method will
reply with a405 Methods Not Allowed error response. This
unambiguously indicates that the called party cannot pro-
vide the required information.

A new state has to be inserted into the FSM of the
UA. The new state is entered after the user has entered the
caller’s address. The constructor for the newCONTEXT
method is invoked and the message is sent. Afterward, the
requesting side waits until it receives a200 OK or a 405
Methods Not Allowed response.

On the receiving side a new operator was inserted in the
UA to enable listening for incomingCONTEXT methods.
Upon receiving this method the content is parsed and the
queried information is gathered. As described for the ex-
tendedOPTIONS method the information is received from
a database. A200 OK response message is issued with the
context information. Since the initial sender of theCON-
TEXT method is explicitly awaiting the context in a re-
sponse message the incoming response can be parsed with-
out ambiguities.

The use of new method for context sharing has a slightly
higher implementation effort. It also enlarges the number
of SIP methods. However, the handling of SIP entities that
are unaware of the new method is similar to the extended
OPTIONS message. Methods unknown to the entity are not
processed but routed. The benefit of the newCONTEXT
method is the explicit meaning which eases the internal han-
dling at the receiver side.

4.4.3 Event Mechanism usingSUBSCRIBE /NOTIFY

Both, the extendedOPTIONS and the newCONTEXT
method approach use SIP in-band signaling. The SIP event
mechanism provides an alternative approach to share con-
text information. The methodsSUBSCRIBE andNOTIFY
offer the necessary functionality in a SIP environment. Af-
ter an event as specified in theSUBSCRIBE message oc-
curred, aNOTIFY is sent to the subscriber. Figure 7 shows
a message sequence of a subscription and notification.

The notifier is obliged to send the actual status of the
event to a subscriber immediately after the subscription
has been acknowledged. A synchronous behavior can
be achieved this way. The subscription mode is espe-
cially interesting when used in conjunction with a Context
Server. The user application subscribes to certain context
changes. The server handles multiple open requests for con-
text changes.

Moreover, this behavior is also suitable for asynchronous

UA (Subscriber) UA (Notifier)

SUBSCRIBE

200 OK

NOTIFY

200 OK

Figure 7. Subscribe/Notify Operation

services which do not necessarily require the context infor-
mation immediately. A context-aware call completion ser-
vice can utilize the subscription mechanism to be informed
when a user becomes available again. The criteria for avail-
ability is in this case not restricted to the state of the phone
device but depends on the user’s state.

The event framework does not provide any predefined
event types. It is left to the application designers to define
the necessaryevent packages. These packages should be
registered with the IANA. However, for our prototype the
proprietary event package name ’context’ has been used.
The defined package allows to query for different levels of
context information. Additionally, a user name can be spec-
ified to interrogate the context of a particular user from a
Context Server. The header fieldEvent specifies the event
package the requestor is subscribing for. The receiving ap-
plication has to parse theEvent header field and to create
an subscription if the event type is supported.

After a context change has taken place aSubscribeMan-
ager cycles through all active subscriptions. The subscrip-
tions that match are further processed.NOTIFY messages
are sent to the subscribers with the according information.
The body contains the information in the specified MIME
format of the event package. The benefit of the event mech-
anism is the loose coupling with the existing applications.
However, it is not well suited for a prompt request/response
mechanism.

4.5 Privacy Issues

The shared context information convey very private in-
formation to the requestor. It is a legitimate claim of the
user to control its context information. In distant commu-
nication the caller often asks (implicitly) for the user’s con-
text. The possible answers depend on the current situation
of the user and the relationship to the questioner. Each caller
is categorized into a specific member group and receives the
answer in an appropriate detail level. The following exam-
ple is meant to illustrate this. The question for the actual



location of the user is answered to trusted communication
partners with a detailed information about the room num-
ber in a building of a company in a certain country. For a
semi-trusted caller the context information conveys just the
information about the country the user is currently in. An
untrusted caller will only get the information that “the user
is not available”.

The technical equivalent should provide a policy sys-
tem to support a similar concept of context hierarchy levels.
Authentication mechanism to assure that only legitimated
users get a certain level of information are used. A vari-
ety of authentication schemes are available. The SIP core
standard describes an authentication mechanism for SIP us-
ing an adapted HTTP authentication scheme. A receiver
of a request message can challenge the sender to authenti-
cate itself. A proxy server receiving theCONTEXT request
sends a401 Proxy Authentication Required message back
and the requestor answers with an newCONTEXT request
but includes the required credentials. This mechanism can
be used for all three suggested approaches.

Another sensible area is the possibility to use the pro-
posed approaches forsurveillanceof the user. The request
for the context is performed without notifying the called
party. It is an intention of the design not to disturb the user.
However, a periodic (silent) request for the callee’s context
draws a good picture of the callee’s habit. Especially, for
employees this would offend asserted labor law. Requests
with an excessively high frequency of inquiries should be
detected and trigger an alarm. Methods known from Intru-
sion Detection System provide valuable mechanisms.

Eavesdroppingis also a possible threat to the exchange
of context information. Cryptographic methods provide
protection of the sensible context data. SIP messages can
be protected with S/MIME in an end-to-end fashion. Ex-
tensions to the S/MIME protection scheme will allow to en-
crypt messages between end-systems and proxy servers as
well as between proxies on a hop-by-hop basis [13].

5 Summary & Conclusion

Interpersonal communication face-to-face over distance
is an integral part of our culture. Humans learn conversation
techniques and conventions since very early ages. Context
information about the situation of the communication part-
ner as well as about the content are proven and implicitly
used part of communication. Current technical means do
not provide an adequate equivalent for this. The proposed
approach in this paper tries to narrow the gap in the appli-
cation domain of communication services. Different meth-
ods to share context information in SIP-based IP Telephony
have been analyzed, implemented and evaluated.
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